We present an induction principle for Pure Type Systems and use that principle to de ne CPS translations and to solve the problem of Expansion Postponement for a large class of Pure Type Systems.
Introduction
Pure Type Systems (PTSs) provide a description of typed -calculi that is parametric in the notion of type discipline 2, 3, 9, 13, 14, 26] . The parametricity of PTSs allows many logics and type systems that have been studied in the literature to arise as speci c instances of PTSs. Indeed, many well-known typed -calculi are embodied in Barendregt's -cube 2, 3] , which provides a ne-grain analysis of the Calculus of Constructions 11] , in particular by relating it to other important calculi such as the polymorphic -calculus (a.k.a. System F) of Girard 16] and Reynolds 25] , the polymorphic higher-order -calculus (a.k.a.
System F ! ) of Girard 16] and the Logical Frameworks 17, 21] .
Most de nitions and theorems concerning Pure Type Systems rely on some induction principle. Typically, the induction proceeds on the structure of terms or the structure of derivations. In some instances however, these induction principles prove inadequate, and alternative induction principles must be used. For example, Terlouw 27 ] uses a di erent induction principle to de ne a model construction for a class of PTSs strictly speaking, Terlouw considers a variant of PTSs. The de nitions of CPS translations 6] and -long normal forms 12] provide yet other instances where alternative induction principles are required.
Both de nitions introduce a function f mapping a context ? and a term M legal in ? to a term f ? (M) and require an induction principle that allows the value of f ? (M) to depend simultaneously on the value of f ? (A) where A is a -normal type of M in ? actually we only need this dependency if M is a variable, an application or a -abstraction and on the value of f ? 0(N) for all subterms N of M and relevant contexts ? 0 . To the authors' best knowledge, a weak form of this induction principle is rst de ned and proved correct in 12] for all systems of Barendregt's -cube.
The purpose of this paper is to de ne and prove the correctness of the above induction principle for a large class of Pure Type Systems. The class contains most of the systems that appear in the literature, including the systems of thecube. We then apply the induction principle to CPS translations and Expansion Postponement.
1. Continuation passing style (CPS) translations of typed -calculi have found numerous applications in logic and computer science, including compilation, transformation, and analysis of typed programming languages, embedding of classical logics in intuitionistic logics, techniques to infer strong normalization from weak normalization in typed -calculi, and the construction of looping combinators in inconsistent pure type systems. The rst study of CPS translations in the framework of PTSs is due to Coquand and Herbelin 10] who introduce the notion of logical PTSs and de ne a CPS translation for the class of non-dependent logical PTSs. In 6] , the authors generalize the CPS translation to systems of dependent types. In this paper we extend the translation of 6] to a large class of PTSs.
Expansion Postponement (EP) is an open problem about the basic theory
of PTSs. Informally, EP states that one does not need to use -expansion in the (conversion) rule of PTSs. Despite its simple statement, it has proved di cult to establish EP for a reasonable class of PTSs. To date, the most promising result in this direction is due to E. Poll 23] , who shows that a weak variant of EP holds for PTSs with normalizing types. In this paper, we show that a strong variant of EP holds for essentially the same class of systems. This is the rst proof that the strong variant of EP holds for a large class of PTSs however see 5] for a proof of the strong variant of EP for a variant of PTSs. A further contribution of the paper is to introduce the notion of a liated term, which provides an appealing alternative to the notion of label or mark. Intuitively, an a liated term is a pseudo-term that inherently contains its own type by being of the form ( x: A: x) M. Interestingly, the two approaches (labeled terms/a liated terms) are dual in the sense that labeled terms are an extension of the syntax of terms the erasure map which removes labels is a surjection from labeled terms to terms while a liated terms are just special terms the set of a liated terms is a subset of the set of terms. A liated terms yield simpler proofs, mostly because there is no need to de ne and study an alternative type system for labeled terms; when using a liated terms, one may take direct advantage of the standard theory of PTSs.
Contents. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief introduction to Pure Type Systems and summarizes the main results that are needed in the sequel. Section 3 presents the induction principle and proves its correctness for a large class of systems. Sections 4 and 5 apply the induction principle to the de nition of CPS translations and to the problem of Expansion Postponement, respectively. In Section 6, we present a deductive system whose completeness is equivalent to the correctness of the induction principle. We conclude in Section 7.
Pure Type Systems
This section introduces the basics of Pure Type System and is organized as follows: the rst subsection introduces the notion of PTSand a few other notions that are needed for this paper. The second subsection summarizes some important properties of PTSs. The third subsection de nes a class of PTSs for which the induction principle holds.
De nitions
Pure Type Systems provide a parametric framework for typed -calculi la Church. Parametricity is achieved through the notion of speci cation.
If the sequence is nite it ends in the last term M n and has length n. A 2 T . The set of legal terms in contexts is denoted by T C.
The next de nition introduces several classes of pseudo-terms that will be used in the de nition of the induction principle. The rst class of pure pseudo-terms is made of variables, applications and abstractions; those are in fact the pseudoterms whose type may not be a sort. Pure pseudo-terms are then divided into abstractions and obvious pseudo-terms; the latter are either variables or applications.
De nition 5 1. The set P of pure pseudo-terms is given by the abstract syntax: P = V j T T j V : T :T 
The induction principle
This section presents an induction principle and a proof of its correctness for a large class of PTSs. Technically, the induction principle is an instantiation of the principle of well-founded induction to a certain relation P T C T C.
This section is organized as follows. In the rst subsection, we state the induction principle (IP) and a criterion for its correctness. In the second subsection, we establish the equivalence between IP and weaker principles. In the third subsection, we introduce a liated pseudo-terms, which play a crucial role in the proof of the criterion. In the fourth subsection, we show that every judgment derivable in S arises as a -reduct of a judgment that only contains a liated pseudo-terms and that is derivable in S . In the fth subsection, we introduce and study A -reduction, a sub-relation of multi-step -reduction under which the set of a liated terms is closed. In the sixth subsection, we prove the correctness of the criterion. In the seventh and last subsection, we discuss whether one can generalize the induction principle to a larger class of PTSs, namely the class of PTSs with normalizing types.
Throughout this section, we let S = (Sr; Ax; Rl) be a xed speci cation.
The principle
The relation is de ned as the union of three more primitive relations. 4. The relation X is de ned as C l J X .
The main induction principle is a specialization of well-founded induction to the relation P .
Principle 18 Let X denote the transitive closure of X and let P be a predicate on T C. Then
The correctness of the induction principle may be stated as follows.
Theorem 19 (Induction principle) If S (Type) j = SN( ), then P is wellfounded.
Proof See Subsection 3.6.
Considering P instead of T allows to weaken the hypotheses under which the induction principle holds. In particular, the induction principle may be correct for speci cations whose relation Ax is not well-founded. For example, the following speci cation is such that Ax and T are not well-founded but P is this may be proved directly or by appealing to The induction principle applies to most PTSs of interest.
Corollary 20 P is well-founded for C 1 -embeddable speci cations, U ? , U and U + .
Note that the assumption S (Type) j = SN( ) is unnecessarily strong and shall be weakened in Subsection 3.7.
Alternative principles
The purpose of this subsection is to establish the equivalence between various principles. We rst introduce some relations that appear in the literature.
De nition 21 1 . The relation n X is de ned as C J X .
For every relation
T C T C, we let the relation nf T C T C be given by
The relation n P nf was rst de ned by Dowek, Huet and Werner 12] for all the systems of Barendregt's -cube and may be used to de ne -long normal forms. The relation n P was rst considered by Barthe, Hatcli and S rensen 6] for all the systems of Barendregt's -cube and may be used to de ne CPS translations. The relation P is de ned here for the rst time and may be used to prove Expansion Postponement. Finally, the relation n O rst appears in 4]. We now turn to some elementary results on the above de ned relations. The rst family of lemmas state some obvious inclusions between relations, whereas the second family of lemmas establish some equivalence results concerning their well-foundedness. 3. For X Y T , n X n Y and X Y . 4. For X T , n X X .
In particular n O nf n P nf n P P Proof Obvious.
We now prove that the well-foundedness of any of the relations in the above chain implies the well-foundedness of all the others.
Proposition 24
The following four conditions are equivalent:
1. P is well-founded;
2. n P l 1 is well-founded; 3. n P is well-founded; 4. n P nf is well-founded; 5. n O nf is well-founded.
The remaining of this subsection is devoted to a proof of Proposition 24. We begin with the following observation taken from 4].
Lemma 25 n O nf is well-founded i n P nf is. Proof Only the left-to-right implication is interesting. We show that every in nite descending n P nf -chain yields an in nite descending n O nf -chain. To this end, observe that:
1. an in nite descending n P nf -chain cannot contain a term in context of the form `s with s 2 Sr, since there is no 0`Q such that ( 0Q ) n P nf ( `s); 2. there cannot be two consecutive J P nf -steps (and in particular J n nf -steps) in a descending n P nf -chain. It follows that an in nite descending n P nf -chain must contain in nitely many n O nf -steps since n P nf =n O nf J L nf ; 3. J L nf -steps may be eliminated or postponed from descending n P nf -chains; descending n P nf -chain. 4. from 3, one concludes that the in nitely many n O nf -steps in an in nite descending n P nf -chain may be collected together so as to form an in nite descending n O nf -chain.
The following observation is taken from 6].
Lemma 26 n X nf is well-founded i n X is. Proof Only the left-to-right implication is interesting so assume that there is an in nite sequence : : : n X (? 2`M2 ) n X (? 1`M1 ) The relation C is well-founded hence necessarily there must be some i such that M i+1 J X M i with M i+1 in -normal form. But then M j is in -normal form for j i + 1, so we have (? j+1`Mj+1 ) n X nf (? j`Mj ) which contradicts the well-foundedness of n X nf .
We also have the following equivalence.
Lemma 27 n X is well-founded i n X l 1 is. Proof Only the left-to-right implication is interesting. We prove it by considering the set M(T C) of multisets of T C. We use: ffm 1 ; : : : ; m k gg to denote multisets; d to denote the binary union of multisets; n X mul to denote the multiset extension of n X , i.e. the smallest transitive To conclude the proof of the lemma, it is enough to show 3. from 2, one concludes that the in nitely many n X l 1 -steps in an innite descending X -chain may be collected together so as to form an in nite n X l 1 -chain.
A liated pseudo-terms
The induction principle mentioned in Theorem 19 is proved correct by de ning an order-preserving map from T C to a well-founded order (W ; <). More precisely, we de ne a map f : T C ! W such that for every (?`M); (?`N) 2 T C,
where < is a well-founded relation on W . In this paper except in Section 6
we take W to be T and < to be the strict subterm relation on T . In order to account for the normal type relation, we introduce the notion of a liated term. Intuitively, an a liated term is a special kind of pseudo-term that carries its own type by being of the form ( x:A: x) N.
De nition 29 (A liated pseudo-terms) 1 The judgment is easily shown to be a liated. where P is not an a liated application. Now P cannot be: a -term or a sort for typing reasons; an abstraction since if P y:C: N then jMj ( y:jCj: jNj) jQ 1 j : : : jQ n j which is not in -normal form.
Hence P must be an a liated variable, i.e. P I B y. Now The rst implication (& C ) is proved by an easy induction on the structure of the terms. We treat some of the interesting cases: 
Generalizing the induction principle
The careful reader will have noticed that we have in fact proved a strengthening of Theorem 19. Proposition 48 If S (Type) j = A WN( A ), then P is well-founded.
For some purposes however, it would be more convenient to relate the wellfoundedness of P to some property of S as opposed to some property of S .
We are thus led to formulate the following open question.
Open Question 49 If S(Type) j = WN( ), then P is well-founded.
Application to CPS translations
Continuation passing style (CPS) translations of typed -calculi have found numerous applications in logic and computer science, including compilation, program transformation and program analysis of typed programming languages, construction of semantics de nitions for languages with jumps, exceptions, and concurrency primitives see 6] for pointers to the literature.
The rst study of CPS translations in the framework of PTSs is due to Coquand and Herbelin 10] who introduce the notion of logical PTSs and de ne a CPS translation for the class of non-dependent logical PTSs. In 6] , the authors generalize the CPS translations to the class of locally persistent logical specications, which includes most systems of dependent types including those of the -cube. The CPS translations are de ned in two di erent ways: via the indirect method, which makes use of the notion of Domain-Free Pure Type System (DFPTS) 8], and via the direct method, which relies on the well-foundedness of P . Below we brie y review and compare both alternatives.
This section is organized as follows. The rst subsection provides an informal presentation of CPS translations and underlines some of the di culties involved with dependent types. The second subsection presents some preliminary de nitions and results on PTSs. The third subsection de nes the CPS translation via the direct method and states its correctness.
Presentation of the problem
Recall that the set of untyped -terms is de ned by the abstract syntax: because there is a strati cation of levels into terms and types, where the latter do not depend on the former. This is the route taken by Coquand and Herbelin 10] in their CPS translation of non-dependent logical PTSs. In dependent systems, however, the categories of terms and types are mutually dependent, so in this case the translations Ch i on terms and Ch ] i on types will be mutually recursive, and the de nition with side conditions are not well-founded, since may contain x: : M as a subterm. However, a direct application of Theorem 19 shows that one may rule out the possibility that may contain x: : M as a subterm by requiring to be in -normal form. Doing so essentially corresponds to de ning CPS translations by well-founded P -recursion and is cast as the direct approach in 6]. The approach is further described in 4.3 and requires types in an extended PTS to be strongly normalizing.
In contrast, the indirect method postpones the issue of tagging continuation variables in the -abstractions by relying on the close correspondence between domain-free and traditional pure type systems 8]. The indirect method proceeds by factoring out the CPS translation of a term M in three steps: rst, one must erase the domains of the -abstractions so as to obtain a domain-free pseudo-term jMj. Second, one translates jMj into C df hjMji, where C df h i is the domain-free CPS translation, described in full detail in 6]. Third, one has to decorate -abstractions in C df hjMji so as to obtain a pseudo-term N. In the last step, which is developed in full detail in 8], one needs to assume that types are weakly normalizing.
Hence the indirect approach appears to be at least as general than the direct one; both approaches would actually be equivalent if Open Question 49 can be answered positively. In any case, it is of independent interest to de ne a direct method for CPS translations, as done below.
Logical speci cations
Recall that a speci cation is functional if both Ax and Rl are partial functions. De nition 55 The CPS translation C ? h:i : T ! T is de ned in Figure 4 .
The translation is correct in that it preserves typing. Such a relation is natural from the point of view of CPS translations but is not studied here since our CPS translation applies to all logical speci cations of interest. To close this section, observe that the above theorem leaves open the question whether normalization is required to de ne and prove the correctness of CPS translations for an arbitrary locally persistent logical speci cation.
Application to Expansion Postponement
The problem of Expansion Postponement, formulated by H. Barendregt in 1990 , is concerned with the possibility of typing a term without making use ofexpansion in the (conversion) rule. The problem has two variants.
1. The relation ?`R M : A is de ned by the rules of Figure 1, Open Problem 59 Let be`r or`R. Proof By induction on the structure of the derivation of ?`M : A. In particular, S satis es both variants of Expansion Postponement.
Proof Follows immediately from the previous theorem and from the wellfoundedness of P .
Note that it would actually be enough to require S (Type) j = A WN( A ) and S(Type) j = WN( ). where < D is the inclusion relation on derivations. However, the choice of g is not obvious either since the typing rules for`are not syntax-directed and there may be more than one derivation to type a given pseudo-term in a given pseudo-context. To overcome this problem, the standard solution consists in de ning an alternative set of typing rules`i p that is syntax-directed and that is equivalent to`in some sense. More precisely, one requires that: 1.`i p is sound with respect to`i.e. This leads us to suggest a new set of typing rules for`i p . The typing rules, which we present below, only make sense for speci cations with normalizing types. Throughout this section, we therefore assume given a xed speci cation S = (Sr; Ax; Rl) such that S(Type) j = WN( ).
De nition 62 The relation`i p is de ned by the rules of Figure 6 .
However, we have been unable to come up with a direct proof of 2. The problem is due to the substitution lemma, which cannot be proved directly. As a result, we cannot prove subject reduction directly and cannot rely on subject reduction to prove the equivalence between`i p and`. The problem occurs for example in the (start) rule. Indeed, consider the induction step for (start), so assume the last rule is Finally, the correctness of the induction principle is proved by using the notion of a liated term. As mentioned in the introduction, a liated terms provide an appealing alternative to labels. It remains to be seen whether a liated terms may be applied advantageously to other situations where labels have been used.
